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Otto Jewell lay strapped to the spDtless white operating table while special 
operations technicians checked the electrodes on his scalp, and adjusted the 
two high-resolution lenses mounted directly above his head, designed to 

reflect images from the visual-input projector at the foot of the operating table 
directly onto the retina of each eye. On each side of Otto's head, two extra-low-fre
quency generators built into special headphones pulsed slowly and smoothly, 
enveloping both hemispheres of his brain with high-intensity electromagnetic 
fields. 

Off to one side of the room was Ilocated the ELF generator control console, and a 
sophisticated electroencephalograph (EEG) linked to four green computer screens, 
each displaying one of OltO'S four brain frequency groups: Alpha, Beta, Theta and 
Delta. As th.e generators pulsed slowly, the delta screen showed a brilliant green 
trace while the other three remained blank, apart from an occasional brief green 
'spike' on the alpha screen. Directly beneath the four green scree-ns a Larger colour 
screen was on standby, ready to repeat all data relayed to the retina of Otto's eyes 
by the visual-input projector. 

To Ithe left of the c-ompoter bank stood a standard medical array, monitoring 
Otto's vital signs including respiration, pulse and skin ,conductivity. All was well in 
The Terrorist Factory: Otto was sleepiogJike a baby and programming could con
tinue as soon as the staff were ready. 

CIA controller Julia Long nodded to Ithe others and walked out of the climate
conU-olled operating room into the blqzing hot Moroccan sunshine. Although it 
was stiU early in April 1984, the sun beat down remorselessly and Julia thought 
again how unfair it was that the 'special access' facility had to be sited in the middle 
of Morocco-a country she personally found far too backward for her tastes. 
Unfortunately there was little choice as the US Congress had banned experiments 
on human targets back in 1973, at which point Special Operations had! secretly 
moved the fa.cility to Beirut in ,the Lebanon. She smiled bitterly to herself. Beirut 
had been wonderful, and ideally sited until Ithe Russian military had blown more 
than two hundred US mwines apwt with a pair of special bombs. 

Beirut was also an ideal launching point for her more nonnal 'clients': Ar~bs,  

including Palestinian refugees with a military background, programmedl to believe 
they were operating under the direct orders of the PLO as they bombed their way 
across Europe, creating mayhem and fanning blind hatred against the nations of the 
Middle East. Most of the 'patriotic PLO terrorists' were killed during their missions 
of course, and those who survived could not provide their interrogators with any 
information at all, even under intense torture. iUS techniques in manufacturing 
electro-hypnotic dual personalities had been developed over a thirty-year period 
and were the very best, totally resistant to expert probing by anyone up to and 
including the Russian KGB. 

It had never occurred to Julia L.ong that what she was doing was wrong. To her, 
the end justified the means entirely when spreading the doctrine of CIA 'democra
cy' across the globe. If, a few dozen or a few hundred people had to die in front of 
television cameras in order to manipulate public opinion, then so be it. Julia was in 
the bus'iness of deliberately generating public arrger by staging Ihorrific, obscene 
operations that shocked the public via the television screen. After seeing bloodied, 
mangled bodies attributed to the PLO, Shining Pathl or whichever group was select
ed by the CIA as the 'culprit' for the atrocity of the day, the public was bappy to 
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cheer the US bombers which the proceeded to blow the 'ter- As the atropine started to take effect, the pupils of Otto's 
rorists' and their wives and children off the face of the Earth. eyes grew steadily larger despite the intense overhead light-
The fact no one would have died at all without the interven- ing and the eye's natural inclination to shut out light under 
tion of her small deadly Special Operations group was of no such circumstances. The visual-input projector now had 
concern. For Julia, the world was run by CIA oovert opera- direct and unrestricted access to the retina of each of Otto's 
tions, and nothing else was of consequence. eyes. Julia spoke clearly into a special boom microphone 

As Julia sat in the hot sunshine smoking a cigarette, she positioned less than an inch away from her lips: 
thought briefly of Otto. It was nearly ten years since one of "Okay, Otto, I am going to take you back to 1970 when 
the facility's clients had been subjected to such an intense you were flying over Oman. Do you remember the mission 
programme although the rationale was inescapable: as an we tWked about before, when your helicopter was covering 
Englishman, Otto had to be word-perfect in every way, in the Ithe fighter-bombers attacking the fort occupied by Ycmeni 
event he was captured and interrogated during the special lterrorists?" 
mission planned for him in the West End of London. "Yes," Otto replied tonelessly without moving a muscle. 

It was one thing interrogating an Arab who was 'obviously' "Right. You are there again in the cockpit just before the 
PLO; quite another interrogating an Englishman with a high- fighters start their attack run. Everything is so real, Otto, so 
profile professional oiI background. British Intelligence very real. Start flying the mission from there. Remember 
would pull out ,all the stops an'd try especially hard to break Otto, remcmber everything-the sight, the sound, tl)e. smells 
Otto if he were taken alive during or after the mission. and the vibration of the helicopter." 

A little grimly, Julia cast a sidelong glance at the smoky Otto looked around at the jagged edges of the mountains 
Atlas Mountains in the background below the helicopter and then back up at 
as she crushed the cigarette under :: the horizon, before spot<t,ing the two 
her boo~ She would allow no mis- ,'Otto had't(rbe;w'ottf~~~;  ::: Haw,ker ,Hunter ground-attack figh~ers  

takes wah Otto: not one. As she·~·  •.. .:'" ' " ,.f{~:· :~, moving In fast over the desert, sulllight 
opened the ~oor  of the operating perfect In every way,'v.rthe·.· flashi,ng from their plexi~lass  cockpit 
room, cool arr controlled at exactly· t h .. t' "d »:1' O'd canopies as they turned to Ime up for the 
68 degrees Fahrenheit swept over e~en.  e wascap ~~.e" ~r:' ~ :' attack run. Swiftly but smoothly, Otto 
her. Talcing her ~eal  at the control.:. mterrogated during the ",':~~ c~im~ed out of the he~icopteI  left-hand 
console and ~onmng  a set.of head- special mission planned for' pilots seat and ma~e  hiS way back to the 
phones, Julla turned With long :" .. ,. starboard door. With one deft movement 
familiarity and moved two sliding .him in the West End of; "v'." he swung the heavy machine-gun mount 
controls. Immediately the green ,;;: l': l ~ d ':" ,~~, ~ ,:.~;S:;,.' ~ outwards and locked it in place. Still 
trace on the delta screen startcd to . on on·f~\,:L·t::. watching the Hunters out of the corner of 
diminish and the alpha screen came :: :" '" .. '~:)  '. his eye, he fed the leading end of a 200
alive slowly with a full-length trace round belt of glittering brass shells into 
instead of the intermittent spikes. dle machine-gun breech. Every third shell was a red-tipped 

As Otto started to show signs of stirring, Julia flicked a Itracer round, designed to aid accuracy when firing at ground 
switch across to the binaural' position and the electromagnet- targets. Cocking the weapon, Otto started searching the 
ic fields were thrown out of synchronisation, flooding Otto's ground below for signs of movement at the rear of the fort as 
left and right brain hemispheres with fractionally different the Hunters levelled their wings and flipped out their belly 
freque.ncies. The effect on Otto was to force his brain to try air-brakes to reduce speed to 450 miles an hour. 
and 'match' the continually shifting frequelilcies. Unable to do While he watched, Otto checked the clip of his Browning 
so, his brain became entrained by the alternating beat. In less 9-mm automatic pistol, then patted the pocket of his frying 
than ten seconds, Otto was in a full-blown electromagnetic suit to check his two 'special' 9-mm rounds were safe. [f the 
hypnotic tr.ance. helicopter was hit by ground fire and brought down in the 

With high technology at its disposal, Special Operations mountains, the crew's handling by the Chinese-trained 
had not used "You are feeling sleepy..." hypnotic techniques Yemeni terrorists was pre-ordained: without ceremony their 
for years, though a large team of tame, well-funded acade- testides would be slashed off with a carved dagger, then 
mics was held in reserve to assure the gullible public that sewn into their mouths while they still Ilived. If an airman 
hypnosis was "quite safe" and "could not be used to make a panicked on the ground and emptied the clip of his Browning 
person act against his own personal moral code". Recalling too fast, the two 'special' rounds were there with which to 
the tame academics, Julia smiled a slow, sardonic smile: all blow his own brains out if he had time. Two rounds, not one, 
Special OpeIations had ilO do was point a professor at the because the first might misfire... 
public, and his hurriedly-composed excuses were instantly A small stream of humans was already leaving the rear 
accepted without question by ,citizens and media alike. door of the fort as the first Hunter fired its salvo of high 

Julia swung around on her chair and spoke briefly to the explosiv~ rockets towards the front walls. With soundless 
team psychiatrist by the operating table: "I need maximum flashes and clouds of smoke, the rockets burst slightly to the 
pupil dilation five minutes from now." With a mute nod, the left of the fort with only three hitting the main structure. 
heavy-set bearded psychiatrist turned to the drip leading into Cursing over his radio, the leader pulled out of his attack dive 
Otto's left forearm and waited as the drug slowly flowed into while his number two fired a second salvo straight into the 
his vein. The powerful hypnotic drug rapidly reinforced fort itself. Otto's helicopter plummeted down towards the 
Otto's Itrance state while a 'cocktail' derived from curare limit- dark valleys like a falcon, as both Hunters swooped again to 
ed the movement of his eyelids. Nodding with satisfaction, strafe what was left of the fort with their four 30-millimetre 
the psychiatrist slowly started to administer atropine. cannons. 
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Below Otto's helicopter the terrorists leaving the fort had 
seen his approach, and three stopped briefly to fire ragged 
bursts of automatic fire from their Chinese-made AK47 
assault rifles. Otto swivelled the heavy machine-gun, 
allowed for aim-off and lightly tapped the trigger twice, fIr
ing two rapid three-round bursts to sigh.t the weapon. The 
two red tracers smashed into the rock face slightly in front of 
the terrorists 500 yards away in the valley. Shifting the 
machine-gun fractionally, Otto fired three five-round bursts 
in rapid succession. As the machine-gun shuddered violently 
in the helicopter, all three terrorists were knocked spinning 
backwards against the rock face. Ignoring the empty shell 
cases and black belt-links being ejected into the helicopter 
slipstream, Otto continued firing carefully spaced five-round 
bursts, until interrupted by Julia Long: 

"Otto, report. Otto, report ydur current activity!" 
"Air-to-ground suppressive fire." 
"Good, Otto, very good! Listen carefully to my voice, lis

ten carefully to my voice. I am relaying a new assignment to 
you from headquarters. You have been 
requested on an exchange programme ,.11' '," 

with Special Operations in Morocco. The . W.h~n  you wa~e'ag"lI) yOll ' tenant colonel. He will remember 
securit~  classification is Cosmic . will have'(orgotteiFalFlife no~hi~g about ,hiS life beyond that 
InternatIOnal, and you are promoted to ,," ',' ' ... :" ft .:; h···· ..>.:.. f' POlOt. Under hiS bushy eyebrows, the 
the rank of lieutenant colonel. Open your' .' events.a er t :e ~g~ o'lT!' psychiatrist's eyes glittered slightly as 
eyes wide,Otto~  open your ~yes  

You are still flYlOg on operatiOns. 
are still flyi~g on operati?ns..." . 

tu~~d,~en ;~~~r~Je~t~; ;~C~eJ ~~~ 

"We will now conduct your debriefing, colonel. The mis
sion was a complete success. Listen carefully to my voice, 
listen carefully to my voiee. You are tired from your mission 
and will be allowed to sleep. When you wake again, you will 
have forgotten all life events after the age of 27 years. 
repeat, when you wake you will have forgotten all life events 
after the age of 27 years. AlII you will remember, I repeat, all 
you will remember is that you are a lieutenant colonel on 
exchange duties with Special Operations, at a classified base 
in Morocco for multi-role training required for your mission. 
Congratulations, colonel! Enjoy your sleep." 

As Julia moved her controls, the green trace on the delta
wave screen slowly increased at exactly the same rate as the 
alpha trace decreased. Within minutes Otto lay passively 
unconscious, his sleep disturbed only by intermittent green 
spikes on the alpha screen. Once more Julia turned to the 
psychiatrist waiting next to the operating table: "Puthmr out 
for about eight hours please, then have the technicians take 
him to his room. Put a discreet guard outside, but don't 

worry; when Otto wakes again he will 
.' ;; ,..':", .,~  ...• believe he realfy is a 27-year-old lieu-

wide. ":y"ears::;'1 repeat 'whenyolL . he prepared the,powerful tranquilliser 
You' . . ':k ;' .' , loll·h'::'" ".~: and watched Julia Long as she strolled 

.:: wa e YOU\VI;,>~",~yek';,,:, , ~ut  of t.he room. Though ~n  her for

~Ot~~ ~orgo tten ~p ,Iifee,~t~~sv~ff~r:; ~i:;~~~:i~f~;n~n~e~a~~r~~l~eh~~~.an 

operatlOg table, the beam of which was the age of 2l¥ear~.k.> ':~ As Julia sat down at a table in tb.e 
promptly split and relayed directly tothe' ," ": officers' mess and slowly stirred her 
retina of Otto's eyes by the accurate high-
resolution lenses above his head. As new images started 
flickering from the projeclOr, his dctailed memories of the 
mountains of Oman started to shimmer and slowly dissolve, 
to be replaced by sjmilar scenery passing more quickly. 

When Julia increased the alpha field to maximum and 
decreased delta to minimum, Otto watched transfixed as his 
Northrop F5 fighter-bomber swooped low over the Western 
Sahara, firing a burst of 20-millimetre cannon shells at two 
enemy vehicles trying to escape behind a large sand dune. 
As the first vehicle exploded, Olto kicked off deflection and 
fired another burst at the second. With black flecks of soot 
from the cannon speckling his windshield, Otto pulled back 
viciously on the controls and slammed ,the twin throttles 
through the afterburner gate. For an instant in time, he 
looked down at the devastation below as green tracer shells 
weaved lazily around the wings of the F5. 

The radio crackled in his headphones: "Good run, colonel, 
good run! Now get the hell out of ,there and return to base." 
Still strapped to the operating table, Otto watched obediently 
as he and his aircraft broke off the action and returned to 
base. The runway threshold rushed towards him and witfl a 
very real screech from its tyres the F5 settled graceful1y on 
the tarmac, slowly decelerating and turning at the intersection 
to bead towards the dispersal area and the waiting ground 
crew. A post-mission flood of adrenaline rushed through 
Otto, and Julia swiftly ad~usted  the alpha and delta fields to 
compensate for his rapidly increasing pulse rate and skin con
dUCliv,ity. After stabilising his vital signs, Julia Long ilUrned 
again and spoke once more into her sensitive boom micro
phone: 
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cup of hot coffee, she thought back 
over the chain of events that had finally resulted in Otto being 
delivered to the 'special facility' in Morocco. Julia smiled a 
wan smile. 

It was perhaps the height of irony that another Englishman, 
John Dwyer, had brought Otto to the attention of a retired 
American CIA operative in Salt Lake City, Utah. For years 
Dwyer had worked as a sub-contractor for the CIA's African 
desk, and thought Otto's qualifications might be of use to his 
masters at the Central Intel1igence Agency. 

After leaving the RAF in the early 'seventies, Otto had 
moved into the specialised field of oilfield drilling operations. 
He seemed to have a natural aptitude for that profession, 
because by 1980 he was operating as the top engineering 
troubleshooter for an American multinational corporation he 
had joined only three years earlier. At the time Dwyer cglled 
his retired CIA contact, Earl Haggard, Otto was troubleshoot. 
ing some oil wells in the Rocky Mountains, due east of Salt 
Lake City. 

Discreet CIA enquiries revealed Otto spent much of his 
spare time at a rifle range near his home, so an 'accidental' 
meeting was arranged. Earl Haggard, a veteran of the notori
ous Phoenix psychological operation in Laos, turned up at the 
range and casually befriended Otto. As the weeks rolled by, 
Earl became convinced Otto Jewell could be of great use to 
the Agency. As a top troubleshooter in the oilfield service 
industry, Otto had immediate and unquestioned access to 
almost any country in the world. His strong military back
ground was also in his favour, as were his demonstrated 
lethal skills as a marksman with pistols, rifles and automatic 
weapons. 
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The question rof how or where Otto might best be used by 
the CIA was none of Earl's concern however, so after sending 
a long, detailed assessment of OLLO'S potential to Langley 
Headquarters in Virginia, Ihe returned to his favourite golf 
course and forgot all about the Englishman. 

CIA headqu.arters in Langiley showed immediate interest. 
It was nOL every day that an Englishman with Otto's qualifica
tions was brought to the attention of its intelligence ana-, 
lysts---one of whom noted Otto had spenL much time in 
Middle Eastern countries, before care
fully circling the single word 'LIBYA' 
with a bold stroke of his red pen. 
Otto's background pointed to his obvi
ous use on covert missions under tbe 
aegis of Special Operations. Within a 
week" Otto Jewell's file was hana-car
ried by special courier to a small low
key CIA fadEty located in New 
Orleans, Louisiana, where it was 
placed in the 'in' tray of one Gordon 
Nobel. From Lhat point forward, only 
paper files would be kept on Otto:" ..... ""', ",,","~'~ .~." ... " ..., 
computers were far too vulnerable to . 
researchers leaning on the CIA under the Freedom of 
Information Act. 

Julia Long moved uneasily on her chair in the officers' 
mess as she though.t about Nobel, the man legend said co
ordinated the assassination of President John F. Kennedy iUl 
Dallas. Nobel was an animal: a known CIA heavy who took 
considerable pleasure in breaking limbs and, where neces
sary, shooLing people through the back of the head with a 
heavy-calilYre pistol. Most people in Special Operations were 
afraid of him and literally jumped to obey his every com
mand. Julia was no exception and had all but sat rigidly to 
attention when he called! 'her during 1983. 

"JuHa, hi!" The voice was deceptively soft when Gordon 
Nobel spoke on the secure international landline from New 
Orleans to Morocco. "Listen, I have a Inew client for you: an 
oilman with a good, solid military background. Initially we 
intend to usc him on a tripartite drilling operation in West 
Bengal, then we'll get around to his special mission a liLLIe 
later." 

"Fine, Gordon, where is he now?" 
"We just had one of Howard Hughes' subsidiary companies 

(( -"" )' 

To be continued in the next issue of NEXUS... 
--- ~  .~-~~----
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